We have previously shown that Framingham traditional risk score is not correlated with the presence of CAD in the female population. This may be attributed to the fact that traditional scores underscore risk in women.
Results:
We included 725 patients in the final analysis. 775patients were excluded for incomplete dataset. Mortality was 3.45% for the whole group. Mean age was 57 ±11 y/o(Male 68%, Diabetes 12%; Hypertension 42%, dyslipidemia 43%, smoking 34%). Mean FRS was 16.3 and ASCVD score was 10.6. Mean follow-up was 5 years. In women ASCVD correlates better than FRS with the presence of CAD. Mean FRS and ACC/AHA scores for the alive and dead are shown in the table.
conclusion: the new ACC/AHA score correlated better than FRS with all-cause mortality in women. This finding encourages the use of this new score to predict cardiovascular events in women. Also, it suggests that the new score could be used in latin American populations, as well as in Americans. 
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